QUALITY TESTING VERIFIES QUALITY SOFTWARE

NOW IBST ANNOUNCES A SECOND LOCATION TO ASSIST YOU WITH YOUR SOFTWARE TESTING NEEDS

Better Than In-House Testing. Here's Why: At International Bureau of Software Test (IBST), our business—our only business—is the impartial testing, evaluation and reviewing of software. Because we specialize, we offer several important advantages over in-house testing: we'll do the job faster; because of our impartiality and expert methods, we're more accurate; we can test and evaluate on a more economical basis than it could be done in-house.

Prevent Costly Malfunctions. Software malfunctions in end-user equipment can result in bug-fixing costs. These costs not only erode your profits but also seriously impact your programming resources—resources which should be directed toward developing new programs, not patching old ones. At IBST, we help you avoid the problem bugs so you can take advantage of the profits.

Call IBST. Our stamp assures that your product has been professionally tested, evaluated or reviewed by industry experts. It assures that your quality product will live up to your quality name.
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